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President's Letter

In this issue, we present the philosophical summing up of Marcus Tullius Cicero, the
greatest of Roman advocates, as contained in the first book of On Duty (Selected Works
of Cicero (Roslyn, N.Y.: Walter J. Black, 1948).  Readers interested in Cicero will
enjoy a trilogy of novels about his life by the popular writer Robert Harris, also the
author of historical novels about Nazi Germany and the Munich Agreement.  The
Cicero trilogy includes Imperium (2006), Conspirata (2010) and Dictator (2015). 
There is also an arresting biographical sketch of Cicero in Mary Ann Glendon's The
Forum and the Tower (Oxford U.P.2011) an effort to educate law students about the
necessary compromises of politics by sketches of the political adventures of a dozen or
so intellectuals, including Plato, Justinian, Burke, Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, Tocqueville, Max Weber, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Eleanor Roosevelt and
Charles Malik; she considers Cicero and Burke the two subjects that most successfully
married theory and practice.

George W. Liebmann
 

 

Books Are Nice, But…



For the past several weeks a firm used one of the Library's conference rooms for
meetings and as a staging area while they were in trial.  Yesterday, several of their
lawyers came by to tell me that they were finished and to say thanks.  They told me
how much having the room meant to their efforts.

Over the years I have asked all of you to think of the Library and of the possibilities
that its use held for you.  Years ago a lawyer would always greet me with “How's the
book business going?” I think sometimes, in spite of the transformation this and all
libraries have undergone, people still think in much the same fashion.  They think of
all those books, on all those shelves, and think of nothing else.  Now, I am not in any
way going to bad mouth those volumes.  They have been good to me as I am sure they
have been good to you over the years, and sometimes, there is still no replacement for
them.  So, in those instances, whether it be a treatise on the law of property dating back
hundreds of years, or one dealing with the latest of topics (I have just ordered a book
dealing with the various legal aspects of the Covid pandemic), we are still the place. 

Now, how about the other stuff.  Let's start with computerized legal research and the
substantial databases subscribed to by the Library.  You can access it from a Library
terminal, your laptop or just forward a search to us and we will transmit the results to
you.  There are services such as the M.V.A. search service, Library functions such as
lectures (offered in-person and by way of Zoom) and movies as well as the above
mentioned rooms that can be used from meeting clients to depositions or as staging
areas while in trial.

If you can think of it, we can do it.  At a time when all of us are looking to rise above
what we find ourselves in the midst of, is it not a good thing, a smart thing, to utilize a
resource that can be of so much potential benefit in so many ways?

To accomplish everything from saving money, to accessing a repository of so much
that can be of help to you, please consider the Library not as a last resort, but as a first
option.

I look forward to seeing you soon.
   

Joe Bennett  
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